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January 2022

Executive Summary
Bristol Cycling Campaign strongly supports the provision of protected cycle lanes on the Park Row
area, between Clifton Triangle and Dighton Street. This corridor connects the city centre and
beyond to a number of destinations with extremely high potential for active travel, including the
University of Bristol and Bristol Royal Infirmary. Historically, the roads on this corridor have
presented a very hostile environment for people cycling.
Since Summer 2020 there has been some limited cycling provision on this corridor, implemented
using temporary materials under the government’s Emergency Active Travel Fund in response to
changing travel patterns during the COVID19 pandemic. The latest proposals aim to make
permanent and improve this infrastructure.
Overall, we are pleased with the design of the scheme. Bus stop and loading bay bypasses will
allow people cycling to continue on safe routes even when buses or delivery vehicles are stopped.
The provision of protected right turns for eastbound cyclists onto Lower Park Row and Lower
Maudlin Street is welcomed, as is the new addition of protected lanes in both directions all the way
to Dighton Street.
The weakest point of the scheme is the westbound section between Colston Street and St
Michael’s Hill, which is an unprotected lane. This uphill section is one of the most daunting sections
of the route and a lack of safe continuity here is likely to limit the accessibility of the route to all
users. We would like to work with officers to improve this section of the scheme.
On balance, we support the scheme, but would appreciate the opportunity to work with
officers to improve the unprotected section and some additional technical details.

Background
Scope
This is a response to Bristol City Council’s consultation on improvements to Park Row, Perry Road,
Upper Maudlin Street and Colston Street, closing 16th January 2022.

History
Since Summer 2020 there has been some cycling provision on this corridor, implemented using
temporary materials under the government’s Emergency Active Travel Fund in response to
changing travel patterns during the COVID19 pandemic. While this scheme was technically
compromised in some locations, limiting its utility to people of all ages and abilities, it did prove that
a reduction in motor vehicle capacity was possible on this corridor, and reserved the space for a
future permanent scheme.
Our response to an initial consultation on this scheme can be found on our website. In addition,
shortly after the scheme’s implementation we rode the route with council officers to provide
feedback. This led to some minor tweaks in the implementation, and some ideas captured for the
final design.

Policy context
The government’s Emergency Active Travel Fund was announced in May 2020, in response to
social distancing requirements and changing travel patterns during the COVID19 pandemic. Whilst
these initial objectives were temporary, it was intended that new travel behaviours could be “locked
in” for the future in a post-pandemic world.
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Funding was released in waves, or “tranches”, with earlier ones intended to be used for rapid
implementation using temporary materials, and later ones to be used to make the successful
schemes permanent with higher quality infrastructure.
Notably, all schemes are required to be compliant with the new cycle design standards, LTN 1/20.
It is with this in mind, along with our understanding of the local route context, that we have built our
consultation response.

About Bristol Cycling Campaign
Bristol Cycling Campaign is the voice of cycling in Bristol. We are an independent volunteer-led
advocacy group for those that want to cycle and those who already do. We want to see a future
where cycling in Bristol and the surrounding areas is so easy that everyone does it – our
communities will be happier, healthier, and greener.
We're making Bristol better for cycling. We speak up for cycling locally, city-wide, and nationally.
We lobby. We get involved in consultations. We promote the evidence. We call out the failures.
Our volunteers and supporters work to create a vibrant and inclusive cycling culture, putting
forward positive policy ideas and pressing for investment.
Our goals:
●
●
●

Space for cycling - a comprehensive safe network of high-quality routes
Fair treatment for cycling - justice, design, funding
Political leadership to deliver ambitious change
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Technical Response
Park Row to Woodland Road
Verdict: We support the proposed measures on this section.

We support:
●
●
●

Segregated cycle lanes in both directions along the whole section.
Protected turns to/from Woodland Road with new signalised crossing.
Loading bay bypasses (for off-peak use only) are a reasonable compromise for the need to
provide loading provision. We will work with officers to ensure the detailed design of these
is user-friendly.

Points which could be improved:
●
●
●

The eastbound lane is not continuous from the Triangle. We understand this would be
implemented in future plans for the A37/A4018 “Number 2 bus route” corridor.
Red surfacing should be added where the westbound lane crosses Park Street Avenue.
The route for westbound cyclists continuing straight on at the Woodland Road junction is
narrow. We would like to see the crossing build-out reduced slightly in width and the wands
continued much more closely to the junction to mitigate this pinch point.
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Woodland Road to Perry Road
Verdict: We support the proposed measures on this section.

We support:
●
●
●

Segregated cycle lanes in both directions along the whole section.
The “bus stop boarder”, which is acceptable for a low-usage bus stop. We will work with
officers to make sure the design is user-friendly for cyclists and bus users.
Protected turns to/from Lower Park Row with new signalised crossing.

Points which could be improved::
●

●

In some places the cycle lane width falls below the desirable minimum, whereas the main
carriageway lanes at 3.4m are wider than required in LTN 1/20 (for a bus route - desirable
minimum 3.2m; absolute minimum 3.0m)
Red surfacing is proposed where the cycle lane crosses most junctions, but not at the car
park entrance/exit. It should be added at this location.
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Perry Road to St Michael’s Hill
Verdict: We support the proposed measures on Perry Road & Lower Park Row.
Consideration should be given to enabling a cycle movement from St Michael’s Hill to
Colson St (onwards to The Centre). Protection should be added to the westbound lane
through the junction, which is a weak point of the overall scheme.

We support:
●
●
●
●

Segregated cycle lanes in both directions along the whole section.
The bus stop boarder & loading bay bypass (see previous sections).
The “cycle street” approach on Lower Park Row with cycleway markings in both directions
The segregated northeast-bound cycle lane on Colston Street

Points which could be improved:
●

●

●

There is no legal cycle movement possible between St Michael’s Hill and Colston Street
(and onwards to The Centre). This is a significant desire line, and we would urge officers to
consider how this can be enabled.
The east & westbound lanes through the St Michael’s Hill junction are unprotected. For the
westbound (uphill) lane in particular, some protection should be provided through the
junction. As no right turn is possible out of St Michael’s Hill, there should not be a problem
with vehicle tracking. Red surfacing should also be provided through the junction. Lack of
protection on the westbound approach to the junction is covered in the next section.
In some places the cycle lane width falls below the desirable minimum, whereas the main
carriageway lanes at 3.4m are wider than required in LTN 1/20 (for a bus route - desirable
minimum 3.2m; absolute minimum 3.0m)
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Upper Maudlin Street to Bristol Royal Infirmary
Verdict: The unprotected westbound approach to the St Michael’s Hill junction is the
weakest point of the scheme and should be revisited. We support the other measures in this
section.

We support:
●
●
●
●

The segregated cycle lanes east- and west-bound.
The dedicated provision for cycles coming out of Colston Street, which we understand will
include automatic detection of cyclists.
The introduction of “one way” on Colston Street and Lower Park Row.
The much improved single stage pedestrian crossing outside the BRI.

Points which could be improved:
●

●

The missing section of protected cycle lane westbound between Colston Street and
St Michael’s Hill is the weakest point of this scheme, and risks reducing the number
of people able to feel safe and confident using the entire length.
We understand that only a small amount of “extra width” is necessary to enable this section
to be protected with wands, but that the width is driven by the turning movement of a
bus/coach from St Michael’s Hill onto Upper Maudlin Street.
We would ask the council to look again at the design to see how this can be improved, for
example by:
○ Setting back the westbound stop line, allowing more room for the turning vehicle.
○ Reducing the width of the advance stop box, for example to “1.5 width”, moving the
critical conflict point for a turning vehicle.
○ Reducing the width of the right turn lane
○ A small reduction in the width of the eastbound cycle lane.
Red surfacing should be introduced across junctions at Colston Street and at the BRI
entrance, where there is a risk of “left hook” to cyclists. The early release signals will
mitigate this somewhat, but any extra opportunity to improve it is appreciated.
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Bristol Royal Infirmary to Lower Maudlin Street
Verdict: We support the proposed measures on this section. Improvements should be made
to the legibility of the cycle route through the BRI junction.

We support:
●
●

The bus stop/taxi bypasses in both directions. From the technical drawings we can see that
these appear to be well designed to minimise conflict between users.
The protected turns to/from Lower Maudlin Street.

Points which could be improved:
●
●

●

The entry to the eastbound bus stop bypass will not be the obvious route for all users. The
geometry could be adjusted to make it the natural route for cyclists to take.
There is a reasonably long unprotected stretch through the BRI entrance junction
eastbound. While we understand the reasons behind this, there should be significantly
more markings (painted lines and red surfacing) on the cycle route through the junction.
Protection (wands) should be added westbound between the exit of the bus stop bypass
and the junction, and then onwards through the junction.
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Colston Street and Lower Park Row
Verdict: We support the proposed measures on this section.

We support:
●
●
●

The “cycle street” approach on Lower Park Row with cycleway markings in both directions.
The segregated northeast-bound cycle lane on Colston Street.
The introduction of the one-way system on Lower Park Row and Colston Street.

Points which could be improved:
●

●

●

The detailed designs & CGI images show road markings which could be confusing for road
users. In particular, cyclists heading eastbound on Colston St crossing the Lower Park Row
junction have a route marked with “elephant’s footprints” indicating priority, but this is not a
recognised road marking in this context.
We would recommend this junction be revisited, potentially including a continuous crossing
over Lower Park Row for pedestrians and cyclists. Designed correctly, this would be a
much clearer sign to drivers going uphill that they must cede priority when turning up Lower
Park Row.
It is not clear why some of the uphill cycle lane is unsegregated - this should be made
segregated.
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Marlborough Street
Verdict: We support the proposed measures on this section.

We support:
●
●

Segregated cycle lanes in both directions along the whole section.
The protected turns to/from Lower Maudlin Street.
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General detailed points
Road resurfacing
We are pleased to see that the road surface is to be renewed. When resurfacing, particular
attention should be paid to the interface between the asphalt and the concrete drainage channels
next to the kerb, which should be completely flush. If it is not, then the effective width of the cycle
lane is reduced and is below standard.
Much of the drainage channel is in poor condition and should be repaired/replaced. Given that
there are drainage issues on parts of the route which may require rectification works, in-kerb
drainage units should be considered to maximise the usable carriageway width.
Ironworks within the boundary of the cycle lane should be completely flush, and those which are
not “flat topped” should be replaced. Ideally, “GripTop” or similar covers with a high friction surface
should be used.
Traffic signals
All cycle-specific signals/crossings should have automatic detection of cyclists - cyclists should
never have to push a button to request the crossing. Some kind of indication that the cyclist has
been detected would be useful.
Crossing request times should prioritise those walking and cycling, particularly when the crossing
has not been requested recently.
Pedestrian crossings over the cycle lane
Cycle lane zebras are the preferred and most well-understood option, rather than give way
markings. These zebras do not require beacons or zig-zag markings on the approach. Tactile
paving for pedestrians should be red.
Details at bus stop & loading bay bypasses
Where cyclists are expected to go up to pavement level from the carriageway for bypass sections,
the route should be obvious and legible. Ideally there would be no kerb line at the interface, and if
there has to be one for any reason it should be completely flush (no upstand). We would
appreciate continued engagement from officers as these design details evolve.
Light segregation wands / parking
Wands should be spaced closely enough that parking in between them is not possible. TROs
should be in place so that parking restrictions are enforceable. Wands should be installed such that
they cannot be removed in acts of vandalism.
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